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The meeting vras caJ.led to order at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 50 (continued) 

I~~LEI~TATION OF THE DECLARATION ON THE STRENGTHENING OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY: 

REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

Nr. GAUCI (Malta): I have had the opportunity over the past three years 

to discuss at some length the theoretical parameters of Malta's perceptions on 

this particular item. In brief, we favoured the objective elaboration of 

the Declaration" and emphasized its political significance, when it was originally 

adopted on the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the 

United Nations. Thereafter, we consistently laid stress on the need for practical 

application of its stated intentions, and pointed out the deficiency of efforts 

limited only to mere repetition of principles or further elaboration of theory. 

Today, therefore, I do not propose to substantiate even further, 'ilith 

supporting evidence, the position we have outlined in the past, except 

to stress that events over the past year have again confirmed its validity. Instead, 

I vill sho.re soul thouc:hts vTi th tllv Col :J,li ttee on the vay rw Government inter:ds 

to apply, in pr·actice, over the next few months and in the future, what we had 

advocated in the past; we feel now that the time has come for us to render a 

practical contribution to the strengthening of international security, as the 

phrase should properly be understood. This ls offered by Malta, to the fullest 

extent of its own capability, in the interests of progress in our region and 

throughout the >vorld. 
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Now that we are a truly independent country, vre have at the national level 

talcen a firm decision ivhich rndically alters Halt a's traditional role, for::;ed 

for us over hundrecis of years of recorded history, when the people of Halt a 

had no say in the shaping of their international relations. The existing 

foreign military bases in Malta \·rill be closed dmm in March 1979. From an 

economic point of vie;;, on account of the distortion caused to our national 

economic structure through having for almost two centuries serviced mainly the 

exigencies of a military base for a former colonial Power, this decision entails 

severe social, financial and economic repercussions which will make our prospects 

for unaided national development more difficult. 

This is because during the period of colonial administration, He vrere 

squeezed dry like a lemon, and given grossly inadequate compensation in the 

process. On our attaining political independence we found vve had inherited an 

economy completely deprived of the infrastructure or potential for indigenous 

grovrth. ~ve are strue;c:;ling to minimize these cumulative adverse effects on our 

national economy throue;h intensive sub-regional negotiations; despite these 

obstacles, Halt a feels, nevertheless, that on balance the causes of peace are 

paramoUJ.J.t, and hence the military bases will be closed down at the appointed 

time next year. 'l'his is an irrevocable decision, freely arrived at by the people 

of Ha.l ta in accordance '\vi th the democratic processes to vhich 1-re are attached, 

and in pursuit of our nr1turo.l inclination towards peaceful endeavours. 

This decision is intended as a genuine and spontaneous confidence-building 

measure from which all countries will derive benefit, whether large or small, 

whether near or far. It is, we believe, through measures such as this one 

and of such scope and magnitude, that individual countries can make an effective 

contribution to the stated objectives of the reduction of military forces, the 

elimination of foreic;n military bases, and the lessening of tension in a region. 

viith the greatest respect, 1.;e consider this type of confillLllCc-building measure 

as being much better suited to its intended purposes than those limited merely 

to the prior announcement of the periodic display of military might by opjlosiu,. 

military alliances, which have often been hailed as a major achievement in our 

discussions here. He express appreciation to the many countries that have 

shared, encourae;ed and supported our pre-announced intentions. In this same 
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spirit , ve have taken note, with interest and 1-ri th sympathy, of the offer 

made by the President of Cyprus concerning a demilitarized and disarmed status 

for his island, It is a concept we can share vrith n. rrreat feelin"" of solidaritY 

As a corollary to our decision applied at the national level, it is also 

I-:alta' s resolve that from now on, our unflaggine; and consistent efforts will 

be directed towards increasing the sectors of peaceful co-operation in our 

region; th~.s we consider essential, since at the present time unfortunately 

the established pattern of relations in the Mediterranean region has rested 

on suspicion~ division, and almost instinctive confrontation. Our aim is 

gradually but surely to tilt the bal'31lce in a positive direction, thus reversing 

the present trend because of its inherent danger. 

The abject failure of the special session on disarmament to agree on 

anything specific, and the current trends for further sophistication in the 

strategy and in the destructive capability of lethal weapons, is all the more 

reason for urgent concerted political concertation to alleviate the causes which 

give rise to this apparently remorseless militaristic confrontation. 

We recognize that thi~ will be a difficult, long-term process, and that 

formidable obstacles stand in the way. vle have encountered the forces of 

obstruction in the past, and they will not easily disappear in the future, 

unless our efforts are strenuous and concerted. He feel, however, that none 

of the nations in the Euro-Mediterranean region can be complacent over the present 

situo.ticn. Difficult ns it is to rever:e the inertirr of the §lt&tt:.s ~Q_, 1 •. -e feel it 

is absolutely essentio.l to do so. 'Ihe in:tcrc-nt (l_pr:~·:rs of the present sitt:.~tion 

Cflll for a deterr,ined effort to brin,"' r'l.bout peaceful chanrre, and consequently 

no opportunity should be lost to launch a concerted approach in that direction. 

For this purpose, Malta is providing an opportunity for a good start to 

be made, in February of next year. 

I should like to stress that we are not working in a vacuum. A great deal 

of spadework has already been done. I have outlined in past interventions in 

previous years my country's active contribution to the Conference on Security 

and Co-·operation in Europe. An essential point which, whether by accident or 
' 

design I do not profess to judge, originally had been overlooked, has now rightly 

been recognized- that is, the close links between Europe and the States 

bordering the Mediterranean. 
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These links go back beyond the origins of recorded history, and have left 

a legacy and a foundation on which a solid future can be projected. The 

Mediterranean is Europe's vrindow to the world, the cradle of its civilization, 

and the jugular vein of its trade; the Mediterranean provides the sinevrs for 

Europe's economic development, is an important outlet for its trade. aud _ componen1 

elcr-'ent in its search for economic nud ~ oliticnl inc:e~x~nr..c-·t:cc, nithcut 'J::ich Europe' 

voice •rill re; ain nuted and hesitant on the international stage. 

As a result of Malta's endeavours, with the active involvement of the 

European Hediterra.nean countries, the Helsinki Final Act signed three years ago 

contained a specific chapter in which were outlined in broad terms the parameters 

of co-operation and security in Euro-Mediterranean relations. 

In particular, the parties to the Conference on Security and Co-"operation 

in Europe declared their intention: 
n of contributing to peace, reducing armed forces in the region~ 

stren~thening security, lessening tensions, ••• and widening the scope 

of co-operation, ends in which all share a common interest , as vrell as with 

the purpose of defining further ••• objectives". 

Subsequently, after a Review Conference in Belgrade~ a practical decision 

was taken to hold a meeting of experts on the Mediterranean vrhich: 
11 within the framevrork of the Mediterranean Chapter of the FinaJ. Act, 

would consider the possibilities and means of promoting concrete 

initiatives for mutually beneficial co-operation concerning various economic, 

scientific and cultural fields". 

The non·-participating Mediterranean States have been "invited to contribute 

to the work of the meeting". Since this particular meeting will discuss specific 

subjects of co-operation between Medite.n·anean countries, it w·ill be natural for 

the invited countries, eventual partners of co-operation, to be allovred to 

IJarticipate in an effective and dignified manner at this meeting. Co--operation, 

to be meaningful, has to be on a basis of equality. 
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In the light of a practical recoc;ni tion of what needed. to be done, 

thut C.ccision representet1 a uelcome thouch overc1ue and hesitant step. It 

is in fact the first meeting of its kind ever to be held. It provides an 

O})portuni ty lwnestly to revim·r the past an<l to plan rationa~ly for a 

brichter future. 

~:;y country naturally attaches maxil;•_u.~."Jl importance to this initial ste.rt, 

and we are c1edicate0. to ensurin,:~ its success. ~Te have desic;natcc1 as 

i~xecutive Secreto.ry for this meetinc: one of our most e:;.:;:;erienced civil 

servants. Invitf',tions to all participatinG States nave already been sent out. 

~1e are in ·the process of pr"parinc; several papers on potential sources of 

co-operation, and ue have inv..i. ted all the otl1er countries to cJ.o lil:eivise. 

He are O);ltimistic that, as a result of this neetinL.;, short as it 

tuli'ortunf'.tel~r i.s • a rood ;:rounduorL can lle laid for the important 1vorl,: that 

will still lie ahead in the future, ancl that recor>1nendations uill be maue which 

ltill enable solid plans to be prepared and pursued. \le intem1 to 

concentrate on and. to 1-rork consciously for the builuinc; of a Lec'i. ter::ca1.1ean 

identity, w"hicb has been lackin[:: in tlle past, and to envisage imac;inati ve 

a.ttenr,:?ts to shmr tl~at the issues on 1vhich the divisions of the past have 

been fed and nourished. do not preclude common interests and endeavours. 

Ue feel, :Lor a start, that definite iHprovements can be made in the 

rather minir!2al existing co-operation between re::ion8l organization:..:, 1·rhich have 

l')reviously regardec. the ... .ie<li.terranea..'1 as beinc; on the peripi1ery of their 

research and activities. 

In this, as in all other matters, co-operation is essential for 

success , and my Government has in the interveninG period utilized every 

o:p:portunity ancl every forum open to us to encoura.o;e the active involvement 

and preparation of all concerned, so as to pave the "i·Tey for a successful 

outcome of the meetine;. 

'l'he subjects :Lor discussion are nmny, varied and inseparably linked. 

He knou ve shall have a lone; roe,u to travel. There are difficult 

cl18~lenges to be overcor.e in the attempt to secure the ahJS ve seek, that 

is, econorci.c and social :procress in the countries of the rec;ion and the 
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pco.ceful resolution of obstacles that stand in the uey - obstacles that; are 

of prili1ary concern to European countries, and. ones in rei_;ar<l to vrhich 

.european countries should hav0 a primary role in all atteillpted solutions. 

'l'i1ese obstacles are a runnine; sore in the body politic of international 

relations; but they need. not necessitate permanent paralysis. On the 

contrary, they are nore likelJr to be resolved uithin e. broa<1er approach. 

Some rr.ic;ht remarl: that peaceful co-operation is not sou;ethin£; neu. 

Certainly it is a useful phrase >ii.1ich features rer;ularly ancl prorDinently in 

official d.ocur.2ents and coumuniques. It is much harder, ho\rever, to translate 

it into action. It is sufficient for r:1e to recall, for instance, that, 

clespi te the clear evic.tence of increasing pollution in the J:.fedi terrane an, 

it took years of effort before action to halt this trend vras acreed upon. 

In :my case 1vhat ve have in mind. is somethinr; creative and constructive 

11hich transcends were political rhetoric. I said. in the 13eneral debate: 

"i:lalta 1s objective is to turn the det1iterraneat1 area into a hive of 

friendly co-operation, throbbing with peaceful activities so denanu.ing 

in time and resources that none >rill be left for military confrontatir~n, 

anc1 the tensions of the past uill eventually be relegated to our 

history bool.:s, so that we shall truly have transfon11ed the lvlecliterranean 

into a zone of peace, throuc:h cor:J11'1on endeavours". (A/33/PV.32, P. 46) 

In order to secure these objectives, -vre believe it 1vill eventuall:'J" be 

found necessary to establish a platform of political consultation designaCi 

to encourace anu to uonitor :Dro.",'ress, to serve as visual evidence of 

cumule.tive achievement 1vhic:i.1 in public consciousness uill show the 

tanGible benefits of increasinr; peaceful co-operation, thus c;eneratinc a 

comndtment to the continuation of the positive processes initiated. 

In this conne::d.on, ue were pleased to note from statements na.<le in 

this Committee - end I wish to !'1ention in particular statements Llade by the 

representatives of China a;.1d Libya - that many countries share our ah.ts for 

the creation of a zone of peace in the lie<literranean. Ue were also very 

encouraGed to hear from the statement of the represente.tive of Sincapore 
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o.E' the proc;rE':::.s Hade, in a different reeion, by tile countriE:R of ASEJ'J<f (Association 

cf C3outl1-i~ast Asie.n lfations), 'rhere, to quote his own words, 
11 rec;ional differences have become hluted throucll co-operation in common 

yursuits ••. Forned 11 years ago, ASEAN has gone a long way towards 

pro11otln: twterstandinr, :9ence emu stability in the subrec:ion. 

l_conornc co-o:;cration m'onr the five F<_eEuer States is novr 2 concrete 

fact; r utur>.l consultations h2.ve becone a l1P.bit ond a valua0le 

2.Sl'ect of tllei::.' conduct of rel:1tions uith each other Emd uith States 

outsic:'_e tlle Association". (A/C.l/33/PV.41, p. 3G) 

In a recent review on ASEAl\T The Times of London commented that 11 1978 

uil1 be rell'embereu as the year in '·rhich the seal of future co-operation in 

economic matters was set". liy c1elegation vrishes to convey its varmest 

co:1r;ratulations to the countries of ASE.AN on their achievements, and ue 

vish theJ.rl further success, just as 1-re have 'Jn several occasions in the past 

praised and encouraged Latin American countries on their inspirin~ re~ional 

initiatives, ullich provide practical evidence of successful concerted action. 

At;ainct the bacl~ground of the evident trends tovards, and benefits from, 

rec;ional inter;ration, with these concrete examples in mind and considerinc; 

that in both cases, as also in the case of the two major groupinGS in Europe, 

a :__1lo:t,fon1 for consultations is considered a necessary foundation for 

prof:ress, my Government found it difficult to understand the reluctance 

of cou__n.tries to accept similar _proposals for the establish:ment of a 

committee to r,1onitor progress on the Iiediterranean, just as vre found it 

difficult - even alarminc; - to understand the reluctance of some countries to 

accept the broacl concept of the He eli terrane an as a zone of peace and co-opera-;:,ion. 

Fe for our part unhesitatinc;ly reaffirm our commitment to those undertaldng::> 

2r..c our i:'ltention to continue our ceaseless efforts to brine; ther>l about. 

Perh~oJJS I 1;1it;ht be permitted to recall what I said in the debate on this 

item here last ;year: 
11the e~;:pericnce of the last t1·ro years" - nmr three years - "has 

proveci_ that the absence of proc;ress cannot but be ascribed to the lack 

of specific rnachinery desic:ned to Lr~plement the provisions of the 

c1e e l :->.rations subscribed to and the comrni tments asstmled. It appears to 
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the ilaltesc delec~ation that the establislw;ent of such a forum is a 

fundamental first step, a prerequisite, for the concertation of the 

required efforts. He envisage the machinery as a CoiDLJ.i ttee c~1arc;ed 

wit~1 planning and encouraging the ree~ization of all the o"'ujecti ves 

set out in the declaration on the Hediterranean" - part of the 

Helsinki Final Act. "The Committee '\>Tould be invited to co-ordinate 

the implementation of the security, political and economic objectives. 

It would be responsible for the elaboration, '\>rith the participation of 

all States directly interested, of an agreed and co-ordinated plan, 

bringing toc;ether all these different aspects, and constantly 

monitoring execution. The Co:rnm:i.ttee would. naturally inclucle all the 

Nediterranean States to bring about the required dialoGUe and 

concertation of ideas. Several of the objectives, particularly the 

reduction of armed forces, can best be realized with the full 

co-operation of the super-Pmrers, since proc;ress '\>Tould be 111ore 

rapidly forthcoming if they were assured that their interest in 

stability is not overlooked. It should be stressed, hm-rever, that 

when the objectives of Hedi terrane an unity are achieve{L, it '\>TOuld no 

longer be necessary for non-Hedi terrane an forces to remain in the 

i·1edi terrane an". (A/C.l/32/PV. 49, pp. 25-26) 
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ThA.t remains our :position today; and it will remain our position until the 

req_ui:ceu progress is achieved. This is one approach as seen by a small country ilhose 

only interest is peace and peace of mind. We have taken note also of other 

suggestions going in the same direction, and we vrill make our contribution to those 

endeavours when they are taken up. 

Hhat it all amounts to, in the final analysis, is a common determination to 

vrork together in an attempt to improve the existin~ situation and to promote a 

better future through peaceful co-operntion in joint efforts bet1-reen the States 

of any one region, and others whose participation &ld contribution is essential, 

in a concerted approach which takes into account the specific characteristics 

of the region, as 1-rell as universal norms for reducing tension, preserving 

stability and enhancing the prospects ft':r' l:O-opercctinn e.w' PL n"ce. Th·' : ;-o"jori ty of 

littoral States bordering the Mediterranean have insistently and publicly 

stated their desire to advance the realization of this objective, ~rhich has 

no1-r been clarified and concisely defined in the Final Document of the special 

session on disarmament. It is an objective which is deserving of universal 

support. 

As if symbolic of our hopes, in addition to the successful initiatives on 

pollution e.nd on renewable sources of energy, which I have mentioned in 

previous interventions, two events have taken place recently which constitute 

a good beginning &~d an augury for further success. In September this year, 

in a joint initiative of the Tunisian and Maltese National Conrris::>iLns for u.~ESCCl, 

a meetinc; was held which decided on a pro;-:,ra . .nm1e of studies on the interaction 

of Europeo.n and Arab cultures in Hed.iterranean islands, with Malta as its 

centre. Towarc1s the enCl. of last month, another important event took place: 

Re.dio Mediterranean went on the air for the first time, broadcasting from Malta 

in t:nree languages - Arabic, English and French - nevs and events of direct 

interest to Mediterranean countries. 
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These, then,are our present preoccupations and future intentions. These 

are partially reflected in a draft resolution which is shortly to be introduced, 

on whose provisions my delegation was consulted, and we are therefore glad to 

be in a positio~ to co-sponsor this draft. 

I also read -vrith appreciation the statement made yesterday by the Deputy 

l-finister of Foreign Affairs of Poland. l·le have a natural sympathy for the 

ideas he expressed. He favour proposals designed to reach the hearts and minds 

of men in the constant search for peace. Consequentl~we share his hope that 

dr2,ft r('so::..,:r.inn f/C.l/:JJ/L.5d, intr0.·'uccd yc'E:'::erday, ';.;-ill lw adopted by 

consensus, since, as he explained, \vide consultations have been carried out • 

and modifications accepted in the text which had ori[iinally been proposed, 

including, if I may say so, some amendments made inforroE,lly by my delegation. 

I might add that, at a symposium held two years ago among educational 

authorities, the programme of studies on peace, which the educational establishment 

in Malta carries out at the primary school level , received the tor award. 

Mr. HULINSKY (Czechoslovakia) ( i;lterprctation from ?uss.ian): The Czechoslovak 

Socialist 1'\c:public attaches e:xccntion::>l i•··"l)ortrmce to :>.chLcV<..Tent of the objectives 

reflected in the United Nations Declaration on the Strengthcninr, of International 

Security, of 1970. The eight years which have elapsed since that Declaration 

was adopted have confirmed the importance of constant implementation, 

strengtheninG and development of the principles of peaceful coexistence 

among States with different social and economic structures - principles 

which were basic to that Declaration. Czechoslovakia has always adhered 

to the provisions of the Declaration and has made every effort to implement 

them. He have taken this stand together with our allies, the States 

members of the Harsaw Pact, in a common endeavour, with other countries, 

irrespective of their social structures, to lay the foundations of durable 

peace and to strengthen the process of dgtente, not only in Europe but else1rhere 

in the 1-mrld. 
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As the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Czechoslovaki>',, Eolmsl~:w Chnoupck, 

declared in this context during the general debate at this session of the 

Assembly: 

"A valuable contribution to that development is, in our view, the 

positive results of Czechoslovakia's relations with its western 

neighbours." (A/33/PV.l8, p. 27) 

He went on to say that: 

"In fact, we have been enriching the process of d~tente by 

developing mutually advantageous co-operation with practically all 

European countries and other States in all continents, including 

those with which our relations in the past were insignificant or 

did not exist at all." (Ibid., p. 28-30) 

The Government of Czechoslovakia welcomes the declared intentions of 

the overwhelming majority of United Nations Member States at this session 

as in the past, reflecting their desire to develop relations among themselves 

based on the principles of the policy of d~tente. 

In making a general evaluation of the development of international 

affairs in the recent past, we have every reason to say that the will 

of peoples to take the path of d~tente and of peaceful co-operation in 

order to halt the arms race and eliminate war from the life of mankind for 

all time is becoming more and more the main motivating and determining force 

in thelife of the international community. Peoples wish to live in 

conditions of durable peace and security, irrespective of the political, 

social or economic systems of their respective countries, or of the participation 

or non-participation of their Governments in military alliances. They want 

to determine the path of their own development, continuing their struggle for 

liberation from the colonial and racist yoke and to achieve independence 

and social progress. 
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It has become possible to achieve many obvious and very positive 

results in that direction. The process of liberation from colonialism 

is irreversibly nearing completion. In taking the path of d~tente, which 

reflects the shift in the international balance of power to the benefit of 

the forces of peace and progress, we have come to that boundary beyond 

which political d~tente must be accompanied by military d~tente. 
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There is a general understanding on many important questions that are 

related to the restructuring of international economic relations and to 

the establishment of a new economic order in the world which would ensure the 

liquidation of the economic backwardness of the developing countries and the 

dynamic development of the whole of mankind. 

Even now all this has become a foundation on the basis of which it is 

now possible to move ahead. The Declaration on the Strengthening of International 

Security of 1970 and its implementation in practice in all art;as of relations 

among States must become a component of this process. However, at the same time, 

when as a result of the continuous efforts of the socialist, non-·aligned 

and other countries it becomes possible to preserve the trend towards 

ietente, one feels more and more the increased activities of the forces 

of international reaction and militarism. There is an intransi~cnt opposition to the 

:-.i)"l of ,",(tcr.tc, ;:;'. C~ fOSiticn Hhich is r,·flcctCLL in the r'.rJ:Y1.S rc.cc cmd its incrU.'"S(;(! 

pace and the tendency to achieve military superiority over the socialist and 

other progressive States. The situation in this regard is dangerous and was 

very clearly pointed out by the Political Advisory Cormnittee of the States 

members of the Warsaw Treaty which met in Hoscow on 23 November of this year. 

In the Qeclaration that was adopted at that meeting it was confirmed 

again that the States members of that Treaty renounce with determination the 

desire to achieve military superiority and feel 

" ••• that the rost inJlortant task of intern,ticmol policies at this 

time is a trend to achieve as speedily as possible a breakthrough in the 

negotiations on the cessation of the arms race and on disarmament. 11 

The meeting in Mosco-vr launched an appeal to all European States and to 

all the countries of the world to strive to achieve concrete measures to 

ensure 18.sting peace and security. In particular, it appealed to the States 

members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to renounce the 

decisions taken at their I·To.shinr,tcn s':ssion to incrcP-sc their nilitary 

appropriations and to develop new programmes of armaments and armed forces 

and to cnr;age in concrete nc:gotiations on restrictions of stratc?;ic nuclear 

nnd other vTeapons of r:.ass destruction. 
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At the same time the States members of the Warsaw Treaty proposed to 

take immediate steps to achieve a mutual reduction of conventional armaments 

and armed forces, as well as of the military budgets of all countries. Their 

proposals include a Fide range of questions all of which are related to the 

strengthening of the security of States and a decrease of the threat of war, 

in particular by the conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force 

and implementation of the uccision that the participants in the Conference on 

Security and Co-operation in Europe should not be the first to use nuclear weapons. 

Also, measures are contemplated to strengthen guarantees of security of the 

non-nuclear States. It is also proposed to renew negotiations on, for example, 

the question of the reduction of the components of the military potential of both 

sides in Europe that cause the most concern to the other side. 

The States members of the Warsaw Treaty also advocate new efforts at the 

international level to eliminate military bases on foreign territories; to bring 

about the withdrawal of foreign military forces from the territories of 

other States; and to achieve the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones and 

zones of peace in many regions, including Europe. They have also confirmed 

their readiness to disband the Warsaw Treaty Organization at the same time 

as NATO, as a first step leading to the elimination of those military 

organizations. 

At theffiffie time the socialist States advocat~ the implementation of the 

decisions of the tenth special session of the General Assembly, including the 

convening of a world conference on disarmament. As was stressed in the joint 

declaration of the States of the Warsaw Treaty on 23 November: 

"Each of these subjects has its own significance from the standpoint 

of~rengthening peace and the security of the world's peoples. The talks 

on each of them have reached a more or less advanced st~ge, at which the 

discussion and the search for solutions relate not simply to general ideas 

but directly to questions of military hardware. • •• But it should be 

absolutely clear that practical results can be achieved only if all 

participants in the talks take a constructive approach." (A/33/392, 

Annex, p. 6) 
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(1~. Hulinsky, Czechoslovakia) 

The establishment of true peace and security would require that the 

process of detente be broadened to include all regions of the world and 

all questions of international poJ.icy. 

Tcgether with the questions of detente in the military field and 

disarmament, we are greatly disturbed by the fact that international conflicts 

are not yet settled everywhere; by the fact that there are still hotbeds of tension; 

by the existence of racist regimes and apartheid~ by instances of massive and gross 

violations of fundamental human rights, and by the occurrence, even in 

United Nations forums, of the propaganda of war and hatred. Hithout going into 

the details of all those very complex questions, we want none the less to 

stress the necessity for an increase in international efforts, including United 

Hat ions efforts, to achieve the speediest possible solution of those problems. 

Czechoslovakia appreciates the position taken by the progressive Arab 

countries at the conference recently held in Baghdad on the question of the 

settlement of the Middle East conflict in the interest of peace. It is a 

fact that the separate deals which are being prepared behind the backs of 

the Arab people are not in keeping with the interests of international security. 

Czechoslovakia supports with determination the peoples of Zimbabwe and 

Namibia in their struggle for national independence and against every attempt 

to imposeunequal partial sol~tions on them true to the spirit of the policies 

of neo--colonialism. 

Czechoslovakia expresses its solidarity with theprincipled peaceful 

policy of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. The people of Viet Nam, after 

10 years of struggle for independence against foreign aggression, is now 

fighting with determination all the attempts to institute hegemonism being made 

by international reaction, which also wishes to establish its Qcninaticn over 

the peoples of South-East Asia. 

He suppcrt also the desire of the Korean people to achieve without 

any foreign interference, the unification of Korea, and the actions of the 

Democratic Republic of Korea directed to that end. 

Czechoslovakia also supports the just solution of the question of 

Cyprus in accordance with relevant General Assembly and Security Council 

resolutions. 
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{Mr. Hulinsky, Czechoslovakia) 

In taking this stand in favour of the peaceful elimination of hotbeds 

of tension and the settlement of international disputes on the basis of 

the principle of mutualitY,we fully recognize the legitimate character of 

the struggle of peoples for their liberation and independent development, 

and vill continue to i~ive our support to the peoples of Asia, Africa am: 

Latin America which are struggling to achieve those just objectives. 

Czechoslovakia, like other countries of the socialist community, feels 

it is important continually to increase international efforts to resolve the 

most important problems facing mankind - such as the problems of the 

improvement of the standards of living of all peoples in all countries and 

the eradication of racism, apartheid and the propaganda of war and hatred. 

It is also important that all Governments, without any exception, should 

assist in preparing opinion of the peoples in their countries, including the 

youth, for mutual understanding and co-operation among States. 
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A different ap~roach such as the military psychosis, the education of youth 

in ideas of hate ano of hostility of countries a~ainst other countries, are 

of course not in keep in(! -vri th the commitments of States under the Charter. 

They are also obstacles to the achievement of detente :mo. the elimination of 

tensions. 

Therefore, our delet:ation supports the idea of raising the question of 

educating vrorld public opinion at this session of the United i·Tations. \!e 

greatly appreciate the humanitarian initiative along the same lines expounded 

by the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Polish Labour Part;yo 

Comrade Edward Gierek. 

The deleE;ation of the CzechoslovaJ<:: Socialist Republic has joined. other 

delegations of count:::-ies from all continents, in co-sponsorin;:'" the draft 

declaration under this headinr;, \rhich at the !T'eeting that 1ras held yesterday 

vas so convincine;ly introduced. "by the representative of the People 7 s Republic 

of Poland, the Deputy Foreip-n f1inister~ Co:mrade Kulap;a. 

The thirty-third session of the General Assembly has shown that there 

is an increaseo_ determination of the overwhelming ma,iority of peoples and 

Governments to achieve durable peace and security throu,rrhout the FOrld. This 

constructive and hi~hly responsible approach to the solution of the main 

problems -vrhich are faced by the international co:rn.munity shows the clear 

isolation of those \·rho \·rant to oppose this p:eneral trend. Ho•,rever,, it is 

important that United Nations should :narticipate ;.rith even r~ore determination 

in co:rnbining all the efforts of all States to achieve the elimination of tensions, 

to put an end to the arms rA.ce, to achieve freedom and social progress~ and equal 

international co-operation on the basis of mutual respect of national independence 

and soverei~nty, and non-interference in the domestic affairs of all countries. 

He are convinced that this is the only path leadinp; to an improvement in 

the effectiveness of United Nations in accordance -vrith the rrinciples of its 

Charter. 
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(rrr. Hulinsky, Czechoslovaki<:~J 

Czechoslovakia has al>,rays advocated progress in this direction. "e have 

participated most actively in the work of the organs of the United JITations o 

including the Security Council, in the ne~otiations on disarmament, in 

discussions on security in Europe, and in all our relations with all States. 

Our policy is peaceful and our country vrill in the future as well continue 

to exert every effort to implement the Declaration on the strenethening of 

international peace and security. 

The CHAIRHAN: Before adjourning the meetine;, I would drmr the 

attention of the members of the Committee to a rather important fact. As 

members will recall, by the instructions of the President of the General 

Assembly and by decision of the General Committee, a tentative cut-off date 

for all Committees has been fixed for 8 December. That is Friday of this •.;reek. 

Accordingly, we have scheduled and planned our 1wrl;;: so that ve can finish by 

that cut-off date. I do not think that as vre were able to dispose of all the 

disarmament items within the time limits which we set for ourselves, there 

had been any doubt that we vrould be able to do so - until this moment, that is. 

I have just been sho~VTI, by the Secretary of the Comwittee, the list of 

speakers on item 50 during this week. As often happens, there seems to be a 

great accumulation of speakers for Friday. This, as the members will readily 

appreciate, will make it impossible for us to finish our work in time. If 

anything, Friday should be completely reserved not for interventions in a 

general debate but for the consideration of the documents which vre have to 

consider, and also for some of the concluding business vhich I believe is 

customary when the Committee is about to >vind up its 1wrk. 

Therefore, I would urge all delegations which have inscribed their names 

for Friday, most earnestly to reconsider their position, not to the effect 

that they vrould abandon their plans to speak, obviously not, but to the effect 

that they would speak earlier. I suggest that members be good enough during 

the day to approach the Secretariat to indicate an earlier day when they will 

speak. 

The delegation of Morocco has indicated its wish to become a co-sponsor 

of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.58 

The meeting rose at 11.30 a.m. 


